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The facility shall test a new generation of European 

rocket engines for microlaunchers. It will provide a 

platform for the development of reusable launch 

technology for small and large rockets, as well as the 

development of more eco-friendly engines and flight 

tests. The first engine tests are planned for late 2020. 

“We are proud of this new milestone which brings new 

infrastructure for European space companies to test new 

propulsion technologies, such as reusable, multi-stage 

rockets and new sustainable fuels. We want to lead this 

change and already have our first partners ready at 

Esrange to begin their rocket engine tests.” 

– Stefan Gardefjord, CEO at SSC. 

The new testbed is a crucial part in the development of 

Esrange which in turn will improve Sweden’s ability to 

attract international industry and research. It will also 

contribute to regional growth in Norrbotten and locally 

in the municipality of Kiruna. 

“The growth of Esrange is of great importance to the 

regional industry as new opportunities for global reach 

and economic growth arise. Making Esrange into a 

leading European space hub will create new growth 

industries in the Norrbotten region – attracting new 

companies and residents to the area and spark the 

growth of local research and education.” 

– Lennart Poromaa, Head of Esrange. 

The next step will be to add the infrastructure required 

for launching small satellites from Esrange. The growth 

of Esrange will be complemented with the capability for 

orbital launches. The aim is to start launching satellites 

from 2022 onward. 

 
 

Graphics over the new testbed facility 

For over 40 years SSC has launched rockets and balloons from Esrange Space Center, one of the 
world’s largest and most versatile space centers situated in northern Sweden. Now, Esrange takes 
one more step towards becoming a leading European space hub. Through a new state-of-the-art 
testbed facility, Esrange gives access to the infrastructure that has long been needed by both 
European and global space companies for tests of new technologies – such as reusable rockets, 
multi-stage rockets and more sustainable fuels. 
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